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A source from New York hip hop artist NYOIL’s close knit and closed mouth camp PEM
(Petroleum Empire Media), while promoting the hip hop artist NYOIL’s Teen Club Venture
launched in his hometown of Staten Island NY let this little tidbit slip. 

  

Apparently NYOIL has been working on a MIX CD which has yet to be titled with the byline
“NYOIL vs 9th Wonder”. They would not confirm or deny that the Mix CD was a diss project
towards the producer of Little Brother fame and Grammy award winner (see Mary J Blige).
Underground insiders report that NYOIL was seen at the Little Brother album release party last
year where he was discussing tour possibilities with Little Brother Road manager Big Doe. 

  

It appears that NYOIL did not end up on any dates with Little Brother. So the possibility exist
that this is some way of exacting revenge on the Group. 

  

NYOIL could not be reached for comment on the matter however upon checking the hip hop rap
artists’ myspace profile byline it says “NYOIL is releasing a new mix cd find out how to get a
free copy” So a new project is definitely in the works. 

  

NYOIL rose to internet fame with his scathing release “Yall Should All Get Lynched “ which
called for the lynching of rappers who he considers traitors to hip hop and the black race. His
debut album/mix cd “HoodTREASON the warm up album” was touted as a classic underground
release for the summer of 07. 

  

NYOIL – Released the single "Y''all should all get lynched" to internet outlets on October of
2006. The single has been picked up by BET Networks and licensed for an animated video (see
Read A Book) NYOIL Released the album HoodTREASON the warm up album to retail in June
of 2007. 

  

Find out more on NYOIL at - www.myspace.com/nyoil

  

http://myspacetv.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=vids.individual&amp;videoid=3103852
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